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1. What is the approximate population of Japan? 

- 127 million.  New Zealand’s population is 4.7 million. 

2. In Japan there are more pets than children 

- True.  There are more registered pets in Japan than there are children.  This is due to 

Japan’s declining birth rate. 

3. Which of the following foods is NOT Japanese? 

- Kimchi is a famous Korean dish of fermented/pickled cabbage. 

4. In Japan it is considered rude to slurp your noodles 

- False.  Slurping is encouraged.  Slurping noodles loudly shows appreciation to the chef! 

5. How do you say “Good Morning” in Japanese? 

- Ohayou Gozaimasu is the polite form.  You can also say Ohayou. 

6. What is the Japanese Rugby team’s nickname? 

- Brave Blossoms/Cherry Blossoms – The team have an emblem of a cherry blossom (sakura) 

on their shirt. 

7. The Brave Blossoms are coached by a New Zealander 

- True.  Jamie Joseph is an ex All Black and is coaching the Japanese team. 

8. Which of the following is NOT a Japanese martial art? 

- Kung Fu.  Kung Fu origins are from China.  Japanese traditional martial arts are called 

“budo”. Judo, Kendo and Sumo are examples of budo. 

9. What is the most popular spectator sport in Japan? 

- Baseball.  Japanese fans are active spectators, they have a different chant for each batter. 

10. After the RWC, All Blacks captain, Kieran Read will move to Japan to play profession rugby. 

- True.  Kieran will play for the Toyota Verblitz.  
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